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Outline

1. What is EBM, and what’s it for?

2. How does EBM work?

3. Pyramids and mountains 

4. Are all forms of evidence created equal?

5. Causation and EBM…



What is EBM?

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is the 

"conscientious, explicit and judicious use of 

current best evidence in making decisions about 

the care of individual patients" 

[Sackett, 1996]



How does EBM work?

• Frame a clinical scenario

• Systematically retrieve relevant evidence

• Appraise evidence

– Applicability

– Validity



How does EBM work?

• Frame a clinical scenario

• Systematically retrieve relevant evidence

• Appraise evidence

• Apply conclusions to practice

• Evaluate response

– Repeat process…





A clinical scenario…

• 61 year old man

• High blood pressure

• No improvement with diet and lifestyle 
interventions

• No current treatment

• No other ongoing health problems

• No significant past medical history



...becomes a clinical question

• What’s the best drug treatment to prolong his life?

• Applicability criteria

– Hypertension

– Thiazide diuretic

– Mortality



Retrieving and appraising evidence

• Hypertension (300381)

• Thiazide (14767)

• Mortality (600436)

• Hypertension AND thiazide AND mortality (464)



Pyramids and mountains…

• We still have a (small) mountain of information

• How can we hone this down?

• The Evidence Pyramid



http://library.downstate.edu/EBM2/2100.htm



Pyramids and mountains…

• We still have a mountain of information

• How can we hone this down?

• The Evidence Pyramids…



http://library.luhs.org/Guides/epbguide/EBMPyramid.htm



http://www.ebmpyramid.org/home.php



http://laikaspoetnik.wordpress.com/2008/09/26/time-to-weed-the-ebm-pyramids/



Pyramids and mountains…

• We still have a mountain of information

• How can we hone this down?

• The Evidence Pyramid

– (or some sort of hierarchy of evidence)

– Gives us a broad idea about validity





The mountain..

• Hypertension (300381)

• Thiazide (14767)

• Mortality (600436)

• Hypertension AND thiazide AND mortality (464)

– meta-analyses (7)





The mountain..

• Hypertension (300381)

• Thiazide (14767)

• Mortality (600436)

• Hypertension AND thiazide AND mortality (464)

– meta-analyses (7) – but none really applicable

– RCTs (94)



And so on…

• In practice, good EBM methodology is often unfeasible

• Instead, other factors influence evidence choice:

– Publication

– Expert/peer opinion

– Chance

• This leads to sub-optimal outcomes

• Pyramids present philosophical problems



Causation and EBM: A suggestion…

• Can we side-step these issues?

• Enter causation

– Mechanism plus statistics (RWT)

– Incorporates pluralistic evidence

– Avoids blindly favouring certain forms of evidence

– Still allows broad selection by validity



The Russo-Williamson thesis

• Russo and Williamson, 2007

• Monistic causation dependent on both 

mechanistic and statistical evidence

• Broadly

– basic science gives us mechanism

– trials give us statistics

• Uses existing evidence more effectively



Evidential pluralism

• Strong HPS case to be made for a mixture of 

types of evidence being important in causal 

decisions

• Avoids epistemological privilege, pyramids

• Driver for research programmes



Validity by evidence-base, not just by 

methodology

• Good trials tend to evaluate basic scientific 

findings

• Good basic science tends to investigate statistical 

findings

• Laboratory and clinical sciences are already 

interdependent



Conclusion

• Problem: Selecting evidence by methodology 

alone can be problematic

• Proposal: A reconsideration of evidential support 

for clinical decision-making by broadening the 

evidence-base in a causal fashion
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